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Digital health and tailored premiums

Are health apps set to revolutionise the insurance industry? European major Generali believes they are, and is rolling out a programme to reward healthy lifestyles tracked 24/7 by electronic devices. Critics are concerned about consumer protection and potential misuse of the sensitive data. Are we moving towards individualised premiums that could erode the principle of solidarity? European Biotechnology spoke with health experts, insurers and NGOs about the upsides and downsides of a looming technological and ethical conundrum.
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Health h(app)ening

You see them every weekend on the streets or in the park – an army of joggers staring at smart watches or smartphones that record pulse frequency, oxygen saturation and pace. Now data monitoring personal progress in fitness and endurance doesn’t have to necessarily stay private.

Large insurance companies have begun launching programmes that encourage customers to share personal health and fitness data in return for discounts on premiums and more. In principle, it’s hard to argue with their stated goal – to motivate people to adopt healthier lifestyles.

European insurance major Generali says the European roll-out of its Vitality programme (p. 16) will be good for sales, customers and healthcare systems by rewarding people who take steps to improve their health.

Privacy and consumer protection groups are wary though. They warn that giving this kind of information to companies could open the floodgates to more individualised premiums that discriminate against the ill and the old.

Another good question is whether pressure to track health in your leisure time will really make you feel better in the long run. Many fitness-app users seem more tortured by their software than improved by it. At what point do you pay more attention to the electronics than personal sensation? Are the good old days of flying over the asphalt flooded by endorphins over?
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The smell of success

Biotech firms are making inroads into the market for flavours and fragrances. Foods, detergents, perfumes – even toilet papers have trademark scents nowadays. Producing many flavours and fragrances conventionally is expensive and unsustainable. Now bioengineered yeasts and bacteria are churning out popular compounds at an industrial scale – and the first have hit the market.

**DNA PHENOTYPING**

Mugshots from DNA

The DNA from sperm, skin cells or hair left behind at a crime scene contains hidden clues to a perpetrator’s external appearance – like information on hair or eye colour. But although police investigators are eager to use this emerging technology, forensic DNA phenotyping still raises many ethical, legal and scientific questions.
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The Vitruvian Man depicted on the Italian Euro coin. Was Generali inspired by it?
Next Big Thing in insurance: Health apps

**Coverage** To date, insurance business models have always been based on damage control, but that paradigm is changing. Some insurers are now trying to hedge bets by motivating customers to get healthier and track that progress with the help of technology. Critics are concerned about data protection issues, and see this as a first step towards individualised premiums that will erode the principle of solidarity. What are the potential upsides and downsides for customers and societies?

Wireless health-tracking has turned into a mega-trend. By 2020, analysts from the consultancy research2guidance expect the market for mobile health (mHealth) apps to grow more than 15% – up to US$31bn. According to new statistics from IT industry association BITKOM, one in three people in Germany now records health data digitally. Europe-based Capgemini says that on a global scale, the adoption of wearable fitness devices will likely grow from 13% to 20% of customers by 2020, and thinks every fifth consumer worldwide will use some kind of smart watch by then. Long-term, the consultancy giant sees the total addressable market at 44%-47%. Adidas sports app Runtastic alone is already used by some 80 million people in 20 countries across the globe.

“The new apps and wearables could be extremely useful,” stresses BITKOM chief Bernhard Rohleder. “They can help healthy people remain fit, and help patients recover faster.” According to a new analysis on the “Chances and Risks of Mobile Health Apps” (CHARISMHA), such programmes can help improve “health-conscious behaviour, adherence and compliance, thus resulting in a reduction of costs for healthcare in the long-term.”

According to the Capgemini analysts, mHealth app use is also the Next Big Thing in the insurance industry – and not only because they promise to enable insurance companies to understand a customer’s risk profile “at an earlier stage”, which is determined by genes, environment and lifestyle. The study also makes the point that “if customers are healthy, the claims from them will be greatly reduced”, which could “reduce the healthcare spend.” And mHealth data can “also reduce administrative costs of health insurers”, allowing them to “cross-sell specific insurance policies to customers based on their health data.”

**The ‘shared benefit’ model**

In 2014, Italian insurance major Generali took some of the industry’s first steps into the dawning mHealth age. The third largest private insurer in Europe (behind Germany’s Allianz AG and French AXA Group) had a premium income exceeding €74bn in 2015. It signed a contract with South African Discovery Ltd., whose co-founder and CEO Adrian Gore invented a shared-value insurance model dubbed ‘Vitality’ back in 1997. According to him, the concept is simple: “To help people improve health and wellness, and thereby prevent illness.” In brief, the idea is to provide incentives to both healthy and ill customers to modify unhealthy behaviour, which reduces the risk of illness overall. According to Gore, that’s good not just for the people in the scheme, but for his company and society as a whole.

**Simon Guest**
CEO, Generali Vitality

**Why is Generali Vitality a good choice for customers?**

“Our programme is in everyone’s interest. It motivates people to live healthier lives – and they’ll do that if they don’t smoke, eat less fat and work out. This makes the programme unique in Germany and Europe.”
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Read the full story in the printed issue.
Taste sensations and the smell of success

**FLAVOUR & FRAGRANCES** Until recently, aroma compounds were either sourced directly from plants or made from petrochemicals with the help of chemical synthesis processes. Now a handful of biotechnological production approaches are making headway and inroads into the key sector. There haven’t been real breakthroughs in big F&F markets yet, but biotech companies look poised to change the industry forever.

>> Read the full story in the printed issue.
The hidden mugshot in a culprit’s DNA

FORENSIC EVIDENCE  Police investigators today begin searches for perpetrators with conventional DNA profiling – comparing a genetic signature from sperm or hair left at a crime scene with a database of identified offenders. But that doesn’t finger culprits who have never been registered. A growing technology called ‘DNA phenotyping’ is now aimed at interpreting genomic clues about a suspect’s possible external appearance. The science behind it is new, and investigators have to navigate the statistical uncertainties – as well as ethical and legal questions – the technology is raising all over Europe.

>> Read the full story in the printed issue.
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